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I. Introduction

The Agricultural Product Standards (APS) system was developed in 2005 as part of the USDA’s Grain Inspection, Packers and Stockyards Administration (GIPSA) Application Modernization (GAM) suite of programs. With this system, authorized users fulfill GIPSA’s regulatory and oversight responsibilities for agricultural product quality.

APS allows the user to view, create, and maintain information about agricultural products in a hierarchical form, and to maintain the parameters for the USDA grade standards of a regulated product. Agricultural Commodity Classes (ACC) and Analytical Factors define a product and how it can be tested, measured or graded. Together, the ACC and Analytical Factors form the Commodity Analytical Factor (CAF), which in turn defines the Factor Grade Limit. APS maintains data for existing products and grades, and also allows new products and grades to be defined as needed.

The current release of APS interoperates with recently developed applications, such as eAuthorization (GAS), and conforms to new GIPSA technical architecture and scripting standards. This user’s manual replaces the version dated May 5, 2005.
This is the USDA’s interim Internal Applications home page (Fig. 1). From this page you can enter the application by selecting Agricultural Product Standards (APS).

Each page within a GIPSA Application Modernization (GAM) application has three navigation areas: a menu of internal links, a menu of external links, and general navigation buttons. The rest of the screen will change according to the active application. Please note that these links are under development and subject to change.

General Navigation

The buttons at the top right direct you to system resources.

**Link (TBD)** | **Redirects user to**
---|---
Home | directs user to the home page for the web application’s group or category (P&SP, FGIS, or Internal / Employee)
Help | (not yet developed)
Contact Us | directs email to the USDA
About GIPSA | the public GIPSA information page
Logoff | logs user out of eAuthentication
Internal Navigation

The internal links are located in the grey **Search / Browse by Subject** area on the left side of the page. At the GAM home page level, it links to other GAM applications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Link</strong></th>
<th><strong>Redirects User To</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Organizations and Personnel</td>
<td>the Organizations and Personnel main page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Issue Tracking</td>
<td>the Issue Tracking main page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eAuthorization</td>
<td>the GAM Authorization System (GAS) main page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code Variable Maintenance</td>
<td>the Code Variable maintenance subsystem</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Once you enter an application (such as APS or GAS), the **Search / Browse by Subject** area will change to reflect that application’s menu options.

External Navigation

The external links are accessed from the menu bar at the bottom of the screen.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Link</strong></th>
<th><strong>Redirects User To</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GIPSA</td>
<td>the Grain Inspection, Packers &amp; Stockyards Administration organizational home page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USDA</td>
<td>the United States Department of Agriculture home page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOIA</td>
<td>the USDA Freedom of Information Act page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessibility Statement</td>
<td>the USDA Accessibility Statement page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Privacy Policy</td>
<td>the USDA Privacy Policy page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Discrimination Statement</td>
<td>the USDA Non-Discrimination Statement page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Quality</td>
<td>the USDA Quality of Information Guidelines page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FirstGov</td>
<td>the U.S. Government’s Web Portal home page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White House</td>
<td>the White House home page</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 2 – APS Navigation Map
APS Application Navigation

Navigating List Pages

Several of the list pages in APS display data in tables, such as the List Agricultural Commodity Class Records page, or as a table of search results. All tables have the same navigation controls. Each table also displays the total number of records at the bottom of the page, next to the row and page navigation tools.

To change the number of rows displayed on the page, type the desired value (such as 20 or 100) in the field next to "Rows:" and press enter. Tables will display 10 rows per page unless otherwise specified. You can display between one and all records on the page.

To view the next page or previous page of records, click the forward ► or backward ◀ arrows.

To jump to a different page of records, type the desired page number in the field next to "Page:" and click "Go."

To sort records, click the column header (such as name or program type) to sort in ascending or descending order by that field. Once sorted, an upward or downward pointing triangle (▲ or▼) appears beside the column name to indicate by which column and in which direction the table is sorted.

To locate a specific record, use the column sort feature and navigate by page of table records, or return to the main menu and choose a search option.

Navigating the Application

The text that starts with You are here: immediately above the green title bar on the page is referred to as the breadcrumbs area.

As you navigate through GAM applications from one page to another, this area will change to reflect your place in the menu tree. For example, if you start at the APS Menu page, then select Maintain ACC Products, the breadcrumbs area will read:

You are here:  APS Menu / Agricultural Commodity Class List

The breadcrumbs area also provides active navigation links. In the example above, you can click APS Menu in the breadcrumbs area to return to the APS home page.

Once you enter the application, the Search / Browse by Subject navigation panel also allows quick navigation to any command within APS.
II. APS Functions

Overview

All agricultural products overseen by GIPSA, from soybeans to chicken, are given a USDA Grade that assesses their relative quality by objective standards. The Agricultural Product Standards (APS) System application sets and maintains data for those grading standards. A USDA Grade consists of a product description, a description of the analytical factor(s) applied to the product, the way the factor is measured (such as by weight or ratio), and the limits within which those measurements must fall for a product to achieve a particular USDA Grade.

APS also maintains a hierarchical list of all regulated products, which shows how a product is classified, as well as all types and subtypes of that product. Accordingly, there are five master data tables in APS: products, analytical factors, measurements, grade parameters, and a hierarchy chart.

Types of Data Record in APS

An Agricultural Commodity Class (ACC) describes the agricultural product. An item can be classified by up to four levels of description, or types:

- **Product** is the general category of product, such as Grain, Meat, or Processed Commodity. This is the top level of the organizational hierarchy, and the level that makes up the master ACC records table.

- **Commodity** is the general name of the product, such as Barley, Milled Rice, or Soybean. (A commodity is not an agricultural commodity class.)

- **Class** is the specific type of product, such as Mixed Soybeans or Duram Wheat.

- **Subclass** further defines the specific type of product, such as Hard Amber Duram Wheat or Northern Spring Wheat.

Setting an ACC Type defines where an item will fall in the ACC Hierarchy (Fig. 3). The lowest levels of the hierarchy will include data on CAFs and Grades.

**Note:** In this manual, the terms “product” and “agricultural product” are also used in the broader sense to mean all foodstuffs regulated by GIPSA, whether or not the ACC in question has been typed as a Product, a Subclass, etc.
An **Analytical Factor** describes a quality for which the product is tested, measured, or otherwise assessed (such as color, the presence of contamination, or total seed count).

A **Commodity Analytical Factor** brings ACCs and analytical factors together to define the limits, groupings, and units of measure for each product. A CAF defines each of the possible standards of quality for a given product.

Some (but not all) CAFs are further used to define a **Factor Grade Limit** or **Limit**, which set the standards for each USDA Grade for a given ACC.

**User Classes in APS**

There are two user classes within APS: read-only and administrative. Depending on your user class, when you log into APS you will see one of two versions of the APS home page: the APS Read-Only menu or the APS Administrator menu. Although the main menu links are the same for both user classes,

*Read-Only* users will see “View” and “List” action links to the data tables.

*Administrative* users will see “Maintain” and “Edit” action links to the data tables, as well as “Add New Record” and “Delete Record.” See section B for more information.

Read-only user functions are explained in sections A and C. Administrative functions are explained in section B. However, all users should read sections A and C to understand how data is handled within APS.

User classes and permissions are defined by a GAS administrator within the eAuthorization program. For more information on configuring roles, see section D.
A. Viewing APS Records

A. 1 — APS Main Menu

Section A covers read-only user functions, but it should be read by administrative users as well for an understanding of terms, data, and tables used in later sections.

From the APS Main Menu (Fig. 4) a user can:

- view separate data tables for all ACC products, all analytical factors, all CAFs, or all factor grade limits,
- view ACCs, factors, CAFs, and limits linked to their respective agricultural products within the ACC Hierarchy Report,
- search for specific ACC, CAF, grade, or factor records.

The first five menu options are explained in the section below. Search functions are explained in section C.

A. 2. 1 — View ACC Records

From the APS Main Menu, select View ACC Products to enter the List Agricultural Commodity Class Records page (Fig. 5). This data table displays the highest level record, the Product Type, under which all lower level product descriptions are stored.
The data columns are:

- **Program**, which indicates if the product is regulated by FGIS or P&SP.
- **Abbrev Name**, the code used to refer to the product in CAF, AF, and Grade records.
- **Name**, the expanded description of the product.
- **Type**, or ACC Type. Because this is a master data table, it displays only records classified as Products (the top level of the hierarchy).
- **Status**, which indicates if a product is Active, Planned, or Inactive.

From this page you can select **View** to view product data, commodity data, class data, and subclass data within each record, as well as CAFs and limits defined for each (if any.)

To find the record for a specific lower-level product, return to the home page and select **View ACC Hierarchy** (section A. 7), or choose a search option from the main menu.

---

**A. 2. 2 — View ACC Records Data**

The **View** option opens the **Maintain Agricultural Commodity Class Data** page (Fig. 6). The top half of the record will show the record’s program affiliation (FGIS or P&SP), abbreviation and name, commodity lifecycle status (Active, Inactive or Planned), and definition, plus the most recent administrative update. Because these are top-level records in the hierarchy, “Type” will be set to **Product**, “Lowest Level” will be set to **No**, and “Parent” will be set to **N/A**.

**Note:** Although **View** will open a screen titled “Maintain (Data Record),” read-only users will not be able to maintain the data.

**A. 2. 3 — View ACC Commodity Records**

The bottom of the **Maintain Agricultural Commodity Class Data** page displays a table of all second-level, or **Commodity Type**, records associated with the product record. The data fields are the same as for the parent table.
A. View Functions

If a commodity record (such as Oats in Fig. 6 above) does not have any further class or subclass records, it is the lowest level in the hierarchy. The Action column for these records will display both the View option and a drop list menu:

- **CAF**s will display a table of all Commodity Analytical Factors assigned to that commodity. For more information, see section A. 5.

- **Grades** will display a table of all USDA Grades that apply to that commodity. For more information, see section A. 3.

If a commodity record (such as Barley in Fig. 6 above) contains further class and/or subclass records, the Action column will display the View option only. CAF and Grade records will be linked to the lowest-level class and/or subclass records for that commodity, not to the commodity record itself.

A. 2. 4 — View ACC Commodity Records Data

From the commodity record table (bottom of Fig. 6), select View to open the Maintain Agricultural Commodity Class Data page for a specific commodity. The data fields are the same as for the parent record. Because these are second-level records, “Type” will be set to Commodity and “Parent” will be set to the parent product’s abbreviation.

If “Lowest Level” is set to Yes, there are no further classes or subclasses for the commodity (Fig 7). Select Return to return to the previous screen.

If “Lowest Level” is set to No, the page will also display a table of all third-level, or Class Type, records for the commodity (Fig. 8).
A. 2. 5 — View ACC Class Records Data

From the class record table (bottom of Fig. 8), select View to open the Maintain Agricultural Commodity Class Data page for a specific class. The top half of the page displays the commodity record’s data as in previous pages.

If “Lowest Level” is set to Yes, there are no further records displayed (Fig 9). Select Return to return to the previous screen.

If “Lowest Level” is set to No, the page will also display a table of all fourth-level, or Subclass Type, records for the class (Fig. 10).

Because these are the lowest-level records, the Action column will also display a droplist menu with links to the record’s CAF and Grade data. Note: Grades and CAFs can be linked to both class and subclass records for the same commodity class.

A. 2. 6 — View ACC Subclass Records Data

From the subclass record table (bottom of Fig. 10), select View to open the Maintain Agricultural Commodity Class Data page for a specific subclass (Fig. 11). When finished, select Return to return to the previous table.
A. View Functions

A. 3. 1 — View ACC Grade Records

The lowest level product records will include a pulldown link to the product’s Grade records. Grade records list which USDA Grades (if any) can apply to that ACC, and the grade’s activity status.

From the dropplist in the Action column, select Grades to open the List Grade Records page (Fig. 12). Alternately, from the APS Main Menu, select View ACC Hierarchy, then select the Grades link next to the desired product record.
A. View Functions

**Note:** *Grade* tables are linked to ACC product records (including commodities, classes, and subclasses). *Factor Grade Limit* tables are linked to CAF records (see section A. 6).

**A. 3. 2 — View ACC Grade Data**

From the Grade Records table, select **View** to open the **Maintain Grade Data** page (Fig. 13). When finished, select **Return** to return to the Grade Records table, or use the breadcrumbs to return to a previous page.

![Figure 12 – List Grade Records](image)

**A. 4. 1 — View Analytical Factor Records**

From the APS Main Menu, select **View Analytical Factors** to open the **List Analytical Factor Records** page (Fig. 14). This table lists all of the possible factors used to judge or quantify agricultural products within the APS system, including the factor’s name, abbreviation, and status.

To find a specific factor, use the page navigation controls, or return to the home page and choose a search option. To find which factors are associated with a given agricultural product, return to the main menu and select **View CAFs** (section A. 5), select **View ACC Hierarchy** (section A. 7), or select a search option (section C).

**A. 4. 2 — View Analytical Factor Records Data**

To view a detailed definition for a factor, select **View** from the **Action** column to open the **Maintain Analytical Factor Data** page (Fig. 15).
A. 5. 1 — Commodity Analytical Factor Records: Overview

Because only a few factors are used to analyze a given product (for example, poultry is not checked for broken kernels), APS maintains a table that ties each analytical factor to its product. ACCs and Analytical Factors are combined with additional data to form the Commodity Analytical Factor (CAF) records. Some CAFs are also used to define USDA Grades.

CAFs are attached to the lowest level records in a product hierarchy or table. For example, sunflower seeds (SF) and wheat (W) are both second-level commodities. Because SF has no class or subclasses records, it is linked to a CAF. Because W has class and subclass records, W does not have a defined CAF, but its child records do. Both class and subclass records can have CAFs.

A. 5. 2 — View Commodity Analytical Factor Records

From the APS Main Menu, select View CAFs to open the List Commodity Analytical Factor Records page (Fig. 16). The data columns are:

- ACC, the Agricultural Commodity Class abbreviation.
- Factor, the Analytical Factor.
- Status, which indicates if a CAF is Active, Inactive, or Planned.
- Active Date, which indicates when a CAF was put into operation.
- Group Factor, which indicates if a CAF is grouped with other CAFs.
**A. View Functions**

*Unit of Measure Default*, which indicates how the factor is quantified (for example, by percentages, pounds, or item count).

*Certificates Display Order*, which indicates the order in which factors are displayed on certificates generated by the Certificates system and Inspection Data Warehouse (IDW) applications.

The droplist in the Action column allows the user to view the CAF record’s *Limits* and *Members/Groups*. For more information on Group Factors, *Members*, and *Limits*, see sections A. 5. 5 and A. 6.

---

**Figure 16 – List Commodity Analytical Factor Records**

The *Action* column displays links to *Limits* and *Members* if Group Factor = "No," or to *Limits* and *Groups* if Group Factor = "Yes."

**Figure 17 – View Commodity Analytical Factor Data**

---

**A. 5. 3 — View Commodity Analytical Factor Records Data**

Select **View** to enter the **Maintain Commodity Analytical Factor Data** page (Fig. 17). In addition to the information from the master table, this page displays the Inactive date (if any), the precision default for the factor’s unit of measurement, special grade instructions (if any), and a definition. It also indicates whether the CAF is used to define a USDA grade for a product, whether it is used for certification, and the certificate display order.
A. 5. 4 — View Grade Limits for a Commodity Analytical Factor

From the droplist in Fig. 14, select Limits to open the List Factor Grade Limit Records for a given CAF. For more information on factor grade limits, see section A. 6.

A. 5. 5 — Commodity Analytical Factor Groups: Overview

CAF records can be assigned to groups. A CAF group is used to apply multiple analytical factors at the same time to a single product. For example, the CAF records for broken kernels and frost-damaged kernels in yellow corn (YC/BK and YC/FDK) could be assigned to the Group CAF YC/DLQ (yellow corn of distinctly low quality).

CAFs which are assigned to a group are referred to as Member CAFs. The CAF record which defines the group itself the Group CAF. The Group CAF record will have the Group Factor field set to Yes. Member CAFs, and all CAFs without a group assignment, will always have a Group Factor of No.

In the example above, YC/DLQ would be the Group CAF. YC/BK and YC/FDK would be the Member CAFs. YC/DLQ would display a “Group Factor” of Yes on the master CAF records table.

Note: The Action column link will change depending on the Group Factor. If “Group Factor” is Yes, the links will be Limits and Groups. If “Group Factor” is No, the links will be Limits and Members.

A. 5. 6 — View Commodity Analytical Factor Group Data

From the droplist of the Action column in Fig. 14, select Members/Groups to view the List CAF Group Assignment Records page for a given CAF (Fig. 18). In this table, Group is the Group Factor CAF and Member is the member CAF.

To view the data for a specific record, click View to enter the Maintain CAF Group Assignment Data for a given CAF group (Fig. 19).
A. 6. 1 — View Factor Grade Limits

Where Grade records show the possible USDA Grade designations for an ACC, Factor Grade Limit records show the criteria that go into judging a product for a grade.

From the APS Main Menu, select View All Limits to open the List Factor Grade Limit Records page (Fig. 20). This table displays all factor grade limits currently defined in APS. The data columns are:

- **CAF**, which notes the product and analytical factor (ACC / AF) being graded.
- **Grade**, the alphanumeric designation of the USDA Grade being defined.
- **Status**, which indicates if a Factor Grade Limit is Active, Inactive, or Planned.
- **Active Date**, which indicates when a CAF was put into operation.
- **Unit of Measure**, which indicates how the factor is quantified (such as in pounds).
- **Precision**, which indicates the degree of magnitude to which the factor is measured.
- **Value Grade Limit and Min/Max**, which indicate what the highest and/or lowest acceptable value of measure valid for that grade will be (for example, a minimum of one tenth of a percent).

You can also view grade limit data by selecting Limits from the Action column in the Commodity Analytical Factor (CAF) Records table.

A. 6. 2 — View Factor Grade Limit Data

From the Factor Limit Records page, select View next to the desired limit to open the View Factor Grade Limit Data page (Fig. 21). In addition to the information on the master record page, the data page also includes the breakpoint, starting value, and material error limit allowed for measurements of the CAF that defines that grade.
A. 7 — View ACC Hierarchy

The **ACC Hierarchy** is a text-based table of all products in APS, which visually tracks the relationship between parent and child products. From this page, the user can also move directly to the CAFs, Grades, or record data for a specific product or type of product, rather than searching through a master table of all ACCs and CAFs.

Each of the active menu links *(Grades, CAFs, and View)* function as described in the previous sections of this manual. However, instead of generating a master table that includes all grade or CAF records within APS, they pull up only the records associated with the given product, commodity, class, or subclass.

From the APS Main menu, choose **View ACC Hierarchy** to open the **GIPSA ACC Hierarchy Report** page (Fig. 22). From this page, the user can:

- View all categories of product tracked by the USDA (such as Grains and Meat).
- View all child records associated with a parent record (such as Barley and Beef).
- Filter the product categories by Active, Inactive, or Planned status.
- Filter the product categories by FGIS or P&SP program status.
- View data, CAFs, and grades attached to a given commodity, class, or subclass.

To filter the hierarchy by a product’s status in the commodity lifecycle, select **Active, Inactive**, or **Planned** from the droplist at the top left.

To filter the hierarchy by a product’s GIPSA program affiliation, select **FGIS, P&SP**, or **All** from the droplist at the top right.
### GIPSA ACC Hierarchy Report

**Status:** ALL  
**Program:** ALL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Commodity</th>
<th>View</th>
<th>CAFS</th>
<th>Grades</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MT. Meat</td>
<td>Beef, Bm</td>
<td>View</td>
<td>CAFS</td>
<td>Grades</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT. Meat</td>
<td>Goat Meat, SMT</td>
<td>View</td>
<td>CAFS</td>
<td>Grades</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT. Meat</td>
<td>Horse Meat, HNM</td>
<td>View</td>
<td>CAFS</td>
<td>Grades</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT. Meat</td>
<td>Lamb Meat, LmBF</td>
<td>View</td>
<td>CAFS</td>
<td>Grades</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT. Meat</td>
<td>Mutton, LSM</td>
<td>View</td>
<td>CAFS</td>
<td>Grades</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT. Meat</td>
<td>Pork, PNR</td>
<td>View</td>
<td>CAFS</td>
<td>Grades</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT. Meat</td>
<td>Poultry Meat Products, PLMN</td>
<td>View</td>
<td>CAFS</td>
<td>Grades</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT. Meat</td>
<td>Chicken Meat Products, CHM</td>
<td>View</td>
<td>CAFS</td>
<td>Grades</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT. Meat</td>
<td>Duck Meat Products, DkMN</td>
<td>View</td>
<td>CAFS</td>
<td>Grades</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT. Meat</td>
<td>Other Domestic Poultry Meat Product, OPLMN</td>
<td>View</td>
<td>CAFS</td>
<td>Grades</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT. Meat</td>
<td>Turkey Meat Products, TKYM</td>
<td>View</td>
<td>CAFS</td>
<td>Grades</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT. Meat</td>
<td>Veal, VLNM</td>
<td>View</td>
<td>CAFS</td>
<td>Grades</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poultry</td>
<td>Chicken, Ck</td>
<td>View</td>
<td>CAFS</td>
<td>Grades</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poultry</td>
<td>Duck, Dk</td>
<td>View</td>
<td>CAFS</td>
<td>Grades</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poultry</td>
<td>Other Domestic Poultry, ODP</td>
<td>View</td>
<td>CAFS</td>
<td>Grades</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poultry</td>
<td>Turkey, Tk</td>
<td>View</td>
<td>CAFS</td>
<td>Grades</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Product:** PCM, Processed Commodities  
**Commodity:** All Purpose Wheat Flour, Bread Flour, WFBF  
**View:** All Purpose Flour, BPF  
**Grades:**

- Animal Feed, AF  
- Corn Gluten Feed, CGF  
- Corn Gluten Meal, CGM  
- Soybean Meal, SBM  

**Commodity:** Bakery Mix Products, BFM  
**View:** CAFS  
**Grades:**

---

**Figure 22 – ACC Hierarchy Report**
B. Maintaining APS Records

B. 1 — APS Main Menu: Administrative Menu

This section covers add, update, and delete functions for administrative users (Fig. 23).

![Figure 23 – APS Main Menu – Administrative Users](image)

B. 2. 1 — Maintain ACC Product Records

From the APS Main Menu, select Maintain ACC Products to enter the List Agricultural Commodity Class Records page (Fig. 24). This data table displays the highest level record, the Product Type, under which all lower-level product descriptions are stored. From this page you can:

- View and edit the program, name, abbreviation, definition, and status of the ACC product.
- View and edit any child records associated with the product record, and their CAFs and grade records.
- Add new product records.

To find or edit a specific lower-level record, select Edit to page through the parent and child tables, return to the home page and select View ACC Hierarchy, or choose a search option from the main menu.
B. 2. 2 — Maintain ACC Record Data

Select **Edit** next to the desired record to open the **Maintain Agricultural Commodity Class Data** page for that record (Fig. 25). To edit the product record data, enter the correct information and select **Save Changes**.

To edit the data for any associated commodity, class, or subclass record, continue to select **Edit** in the **Action** column of child table until the correct record is reached.

You can also edit the commodity analytical factor (CAF) data and grade assignments for the lowest level associated record (if any). For more information on editing CAFs and grade records, see sections B. 5 and B. 3.
B. 2. 3 — Add New ACC Product Record

To create a master ACC product record, select **Add New Record** from the top right corner of the master ACC products table (Fig. 24). This opens the **Add New Agricultural Commodity Class** form (Fig. 26).

The default settings will create a top-tier record. "Parent" is set to N/A and "Type" is set to **Product**. If there will be commodity, class, and/or subclass records added to this product, “Lowest Level” should be set to **No**. If you select **Yes**, you will not be able to add any commodity, class, or subclass product types to this product record.

When data is entered, select **Insert New Record**, or select **Return** to cancel the action. Once a record is inserted it will display a read-only confirmation screen. Select **Return** to return to the product record table. From this point, any child records can be added.

![Figure 26 – Add New Agricultural Commodity Class Record](image)

B. 2. 4 — Add New Commodity, Class, or Subclass Record

Once a parent ACC record has been created, you can create commodity, class, and subclass records for that product type. To create a child record, select **Edit** next to the parent record. The **Maintain Agricultural Commodity Class Data** page (Fig. 25) will display the data fields for the parent record, a table of associated child records (if any), and an action link for record addition.

Select **Add New Record** to open the **Add New Agricultural Commodity Class** form (Fig. 27). The "Parent" and "Program" fields will default to the parent record settings. If you are creating a second-tier record, “Type” will default to **Commodity**.

Select Yes for “Lowest Level” if no further subrecords exist, or No to continue adding class and subclass records. "Type" will default to **Class** or **Subclass** respectively.

B. 2. 5 — Delete ACC Record

An ACC record cannot be deleted if it is at the parent level with attached child records (commodities, classes, or subclasses). All sub-records must be deleted before the parent.
If a record has no child records, select Edit to open the Maintain Agricultural Commodity Class Data page (Fig. 27). The Delete Record button will appear at the bottom of the screen. After deletion, the application will return you to the parent table.

![Figure 27 – Maintain Agricultural Commodity Class Data: Delete Record](image7)

![Figure 28 – List Grade Records: Administrative View](image8)

B. 3. 1 — Maintain ACC Grade Records

The lowest level record will include a link to the product’s Grade records. From the droplist in the Action column, select Grades to open the List Grade Records page (Fig. 28). Alternately, from the APS Main Menu, select Maintain ACC Hierarchy, then select Grades next to the desired product record.

Select Edit to open the Maintain Grade Data page for an individual grade (Fig. 29). You can edit the grade’s activity status or change the grade designation to any value in the APS system. When finished, select Return to return to the Grade Records table.

B. 3. 2 — Add ACC Grade Data Record

A Grade must be assigned to an ACC in this table before it will appear as an option in the Factor Grade Limit tables (section B. 6). Select Add New Record to open the Add New Grade Data page (Fig. 30). You can assign any grade currently defined in the APS system. Select Insert New Record and then Return to return to the Grade Records table.
B. 3. 3 — Delete ACC Grade Data Record

If a grade has no associated Factor Limit Records, the **Delete Record** option will appear on the Maintain Grade Data form. Otherwise, all Factor Limit records that use that Grade must be deleted before removing a Grade designation from an ACC record.

![Figure 29 – Maintain Grade Data](image)

![Figure 30 – Add New Grade Record](image)

B. 4. 1 — Maintain Analytical Factor Data

From the APS Main Menu, select **Maintain All Factors** to open the **List Analytical Factor Records** page (Fig. 31). From this page you can add or delete an analytical factor record, or edit the abbreviation, name, status, or definition.

Select **Edit** next to the desired record to open the **Maintain Analytical Factor Records** page (Fig. 32). Enter the correct information and select **Save Changes**.

B. 4. 2 — Add New Analytical Factor Record

From the top right corner, select **Add New Record** to open the **Add New Analytical Factor Record** page (Fig. 33). When data is entered, select **Insert New Record**, or select **Return** to cancel the action.

B. 4. 3 — Delete Analytical Factor Record

Analytical Factor records cannot be deleted if they are being used in a CAF record. To remove an Analytical Factor from the APS database, all associated CAFs should first be deleted (section B. 5. 4). At that point an option to **Delete Record** will appear on the **Maintain Analytical Factor Data** page, and the record can be removed.
B. 5. 1 — Maintain Commodity Analytical Factor Records

A Commodity Analytical Factor record is a unique combination of an ACC, an analytical factor, the unit of measure, and the status. There can be more than one CAF record for a given ACC/AF (product / analytical factor) if the units of measure or status are different.

From the APS Main Menu, select Maintain All CAFs to enter the List Commodity Analytical Factor Records page (Fig. 34). This data table displays all CAF records currently defined in APS.
B. Data Functions

The droplist in the **Action** column allows the user to maintain the CAF record's **Limits** and **Members/Groups**. **Note:** If "Group Factor" is Yes, the links will be **Limits** and **Groups**. If "Group Factor" is No, the links will be **Limits** and **Members**. For more information see sections B. 5. 5 and B. 5. 6.

![Commodity Analytical Factor Records](image)

**Figure 34 – List Commodity Analytical Factor Records: Administrative View**

- The **Action** column displays links to **Limits** and **Members** if Group Factor = "No," or to **Limits** and **Groups** if Group Factor = "Yes."

**B. 5. 2 — Maintain Commodity Analytical Factor Data**

Select **Edit** next to the desired record to open the **Maintain Community Analytical Factor Data** page (Fig. 35). Use this page to edit the status, select the associated factor, set the active date, indicate the group factor, and edit the unit of measure default. In addition to the data fields on the previous screen, you can maintain these fields:

- **Precision default.** Sets the default for entering measurements (tenths, whole numbers, etc.).
- **Used for certification.** Indicates if the CAF is being used by the Certificates system.
- **Certification number.** Sets the display order for the CAF in the Certificates system.
- **Definition.** Enter a text description of the CAF.
- **Special Grade Instructions.** Enter the special grade instructions, if any.

When finished, select **Save Changes**.

If “Status” is changed from **Active** to **Inactive**, the "Inactive Date" field will update automatically. CAFs cannot be made inactive if they are being used to define active Factor Grade Limit records. The Limit records must first be deleted or inactivated.

The "Used for Grade" field will be automatically updated by the application if a Factor Grade Limit record is attached to the CAF. For more on factor grade limits, see section B. 5. 6.
B. 5. 3 — Add New Commodity Analytical Factor

Select Add New Record to open the Add New Commodity Analytical Factor form (Fig. 36). Use the droplists to enter the ACC, factor, status, active date, unit of measure default, precision default, definition, certification status, certificate order number, and special grade instructions, and select Insert Record. Set “Group Factor” to Yes if creating a Group CAF (section B. 5. 5).

B. 5. 4 — Delete Commodity Analytical Factor Record

CAF records cannot be deleted if they are being used in a Factor Grade Limit record or if it is a Group Factor CAF with associated member records. To delete a CAF record, first delete all associated Limits (section B. 6) and/or Member CAFs (section B. 5. 5). Next, open the Maintain Community Analytical Factor Data page (Fig. 35) and select Delete Record.
B. 5.5 — Maintain Commodity Analytical Factor Groups

The first step in creating a CAF group is to create or assign the **Group CAF** record. The user can:
- create a new CAF record and set “Group Factor” to Yes, or
- edit an existing CAF record and set “Group Factor” to Yes.

Once the Group Factor is set, the user can assign existing CAF records to the group as **Member CAFs**. To group records, select **Members** from the droplist in the main CAF record table. This opens the **List CAF Group Assignment Records** page (Fig. 37).

Select **Add New Record** to open the **Add New CAF Group Assignment** form (Fig. 38) and choose the CAF to be added from the droplist. Only CAFs with the same ACC can be grouped together. When finished, hit **Insert New Record**.

To edit existing group member records, select **Edit** from the **Action** column to open the **Maintain CAF Group Assignment Data** page (Fig. 39). The user can change the member to a different CAF, or choose **Delete Record** to remove the CAF from the group.
B. 5. 6 — Maintain CAF Factor Grade Limits

From the droplist in the Action column, select Limits to open the List Factor Grade Limit Records page for a CAF record (Fig. 40).

To view or edit factor grade limit data, select Edit next to the desired record to open the Maintain Factor Grade Limit Data page (Fig. 41). Certain fields, when edited, will affect data in other tables when edited:

If “Status” is changed to Inactive, APS adds the Inactive Date field to the record. An Inactive factor limit record can be deleted, or it can be reactivated at a later time by selecting Edit and then Reactivate (Fig. 42).

If the "Active Date" field is postdated, a Planned or Inactive status record is automatically changed to Active on that date.

The "Starting Value" and "Material Error Limit" fields are automatically completed by APS based on the breakpoint value defined for the record. Settings for units of measure, precision, grade limit values, descriptions, and minimum / maximum do not affect other records.

The "Grade" pulldown field will display all grades currently assigned to the ACC, as shown in the Grade Data records attached to the parent ACC record.

You can also access factor grade limit records by selecting Maintain All Limits from the APS Main Menu, as described in section B. 6, or from the ACC Hierarchy.

![Figure 40 – List Factor Grade Limit Records: Administrative View](image)

B. 5. 7 — Add or Delete Factor Grade Limits

Select Add New Record to open the Add New Factor Grade Limit form (Fig. 43). Enter data and select Insert Record. If you wish to assign a grade that is not shown in the pulldown field, you must return to the List Grade Records page and manually add the grade to the ACC record.

To delete a factor grade limit, select Edit and then Delete Record.
B. Data Functions

Figure 41 – Maintain Factor Grade Limit Data

Figure 42 – Maintain Factor Grade Limit Data: Reactivate Record

Figure 43 – Add New Factor Grade Limit

Enter data to add new Factor Grade Limit record.
B. 6. 1 — Maintain All Factor Grade Limits

From the APS Main Menu, select **Maintain All Limits** to open the main **List Factor Grade Limit Records** page (Fig. 44). This table displays all factor grade limits currently defined in APS, which in turn set the standards for USDA grading quality.

To view or edit factor grade limit data, select **Edit** next to the desired record to open the **Maintain Factor Grade Limit Data** page (Fig. 41). To delete a record, select **Delete Record**.

Factor grade limit records cannot be added from this screen. You must return to the CAF record and select the **Limits** option from the **Action** column (Fig. 40).

To find specific factor grade limit records, you can also navigate through the **ACC Hierarchy**, or return to the APS Main Menu and select a search option (section C).

![Figure 44 – List All Factor Grade Limit Records: Administrative View](image)

B. 7 — Maintain Data from the ACC Hierarchy Page

From the APS Main Menu, select **Maintain ACC Hierarchy** to open the **GIPSA ACC Hierarchy Report** page (Fig. 44). From this page, the user can go move directly to the CAFs, Grades, or record data for a specific product, rather than searching through a master table of all ACCs and CAFs. Each of the active menu links (Grades, CAFs, and Edit) function as described in the previous sections of this manual. Grade and CAF records are attached to the lowest-level item in each product category.

To filter the hierarchy by a product’s status in the commodity data lifecycle, select **Active**, **Inactive**, or **Planned** from the droplist at the top left.

To filter the hierarchy by a product’s GIPSA program affiliation, select **FGIS**, **P&SP**, or **All** from the droplist at the top right.

If you delete a record from the ACC Hierarchy, you will be returned to the ACC hierarchy page.
### B. Data Functions

#### Figure 45 – GIPSA ACC Hierarchy Report: Administrative View

The GIPSA ACC Hierarchy Report illustrates the structure and organization of product standards within the GIPSA ACC system. The report categorizes data by status and program, providing a hierarchical view that can be navigated through options such as "All," "Planned," "Active," and "Inactive." The report includes various product categories such as Meat, Poultry, and Processed Commodities, with specific details on each commodity type. The status of each commodity is indicated, and the report allows for filtering by different criteria, such as grades or categories. This structured approach helps users to efficiently manage and access the agricultural product standards data.
C. Searching APS Records

C. 1 — Introduction

Because the View and Maintain menu options pull up master data tables, a more efficient way to locate a particular record is by a targeted search. A user can search for ACCs, CAFs, factors, and grades. APS will only search records affiliated with the user’s program (FGIS, P&SP, or both). Results can be generated in two formats:

as a web page.

as an Excel spreadsheet. If you choose this option, you can either open the spreadsheet directly within the browser or save it as a file.

Results are read-only for all user types.

The search fields will either have droplists or blank fields for data entry. To add a search value from a droplist, highlight the text with the mouse and click the Select >> button. The value will appear in the white box on the right side of the field. To choose multiple values, you can add them one at a time, or you can hold down the CTRL key while highlighting values, and click Select >> to add them all at once. To remove a value from your search criteria, highlight it with your mouse and click Remove.

Data fields that require operands will display a droplist of commands to the left of a blank field where you can type your search value(s).

Contains will find records that contain all or part of that word or phrase. Spaces can be used with this operand.

= will find records that exactly match your data.

< will find records containing values less than your search criteria; for text data, this means starting with letters that are earlier in the alphabet than the one(s) you entered.

> will find records containing values greater than your search criteria.

<= will find records containing values less than or equal to your search criteria.

>= will find records containing values greater than or equal to your search criteria.

Once your search criteria and desired output (excel or web) are entered, select Search Data. To change your results, you can select Another Search.

C. 2 — Search by Agricultural Commodity Class

To locate the records for a specific agricultural product, select Search ACCs from the main menu. The “ACC Product” pulldown will display the master commodity type (such as Grain or Meat). From this page you can also search by abbreviation, definition, name, level in the organizational hierarchy, program affiliation, type, or lifecycle status (Fig. 46).

Search results include the USDA program affiliation, ACC abbreviation and name, type, and status of the record. Select View to open the Agricultural Commodity Class Data page for a given record.
C. 3 — Search by Grade

To view the ACCs associated with a given USDA grade, select **Search Grades** from the main menu (Fig. 47). Search criteria are USDA Grade (for example, 1-5, Prime Handpicked) and product lifecycle status (Active, Planned, Inactive).

Search results include the grade, ACC abbreviation, and status of each record. Select **View** to open the **Grade Data** page for a given record.

C. 4 — Search CAFs by ACC and Factor

To find a CAF record, select **Search CAFs by ACC and Factor** from the main menu (Fig. 48). This allows the user to quickly find all CAFs associated with a given ACC or factor, USDA program affiliation, type (product, commodity, class, subclass), group, or group factor.

For example, this search could be used to find all the characteristics used to grade barley (an ACC), or to find all products which are graded on the presence of aflatoxin (an Analytical Factor). It could also be used to find which CAFs are used to define a Grade.

Search results include the ACC abbreviation, factor abbreviation, CAF effective date, group factor, unit of measure, and precision, and note whether the factor is used for grade. Select **View** to open the **Commodity Analytical Factor Data** page for a given record.
C. 5 — Search Limits by ACC and CAF

To find the specific parameters of a given USDA Grade, select **Search Limits by ACC and CAF** from the main menu (Fig. 49). Records can be searched by ACC name or abbreviation, unit of measure, precision, program (FGIS or P&SP), type, status, CAF group, CAF status, and/or target effective date.

Search results include the CAF status, CAF, grade, limit value, unit of measure, min/max, breakpoint, and material error limit. Select **View** to open the ACC Limits Data page for a given record.

![Figure 47 – Search Commodity Analytical Factor Data](image)
C. Search Functions

Figure 48 – Search Grade Data

Figure 49 – Search ACC Limits Data
D. eAuthorization and APS

D. 1 — Configuring User Access to APS

GIPSA’s eAuthorization System (GAS) maintains access permissions and authentication data for each GAM user. Only eAuthorization administrators can configure these settings.

All users must have a User Role assigned through eAuthorization in order to use APS. The role tells the system whether a user can enter and run functions within an application.

At this time there are two pre-defined roles for APS. These values will appear in the dropdown menu for Role on the Add New User Role screen (Fig. 50):

“APS Read Only” is for read-only users.

“APS Administrator” is for users with permission to add, delete, or maintain records, factors, grades, and limits.

![Figure 50 – eAuthorization: Add New User Role]
III. Appendix

A. Glossary

ACC (Agricultural Commodity Class) — the class of APS data which includes the product, commodity, class, and subclass records for regulated agricultural products.

ACC Type — the field which designates whether an ACC record is a top level (Product), second level (Commodity), third level (Class), or fourth level (Subclass) product.

Analytical Factor — a quality by which an agricultural product is assessed or measured (such as by color, weight, or seed count). Analytical Factors are associated with ACCs, and are used to define CAFs and Grades.

Class — See ACC Type.

Commodity — See ACC Type.

Commodity Analytical Factor (CAF) — a record which combines ACCs and their valid analytical factors with the units and methods of measurement for judging the product by that factor. CAFs can be used to define Factor Grade Limits.

eAuthentication Login ID — an alphanumeric string assigned to a user’s USDA credentials, used as a unique identifier throughout eAuthorization and GAM applications.

eAuthorization (GAS) — the GAM authorization system that integrates login management for all GAM applications, including APS. Abbreviated GAS.

eAuthorization (GAS) Role — a set of permissions that governs access to an application, actions within an application, and/or data within an application.

Factor Grade Limit — a set of specific parameters (such as weight, ratio, color, or percent) that define the acceptable degree of damage or defect within a USDA Grade assignment.

Grade (or USDA Grade) — the objective standard used to judge a foodstuff’s quality.

Group — multiple CAF records gathered into a single unit, or Group CAF.

ID (GAS) — the specific value (such as ‘F’) that ties to a user’s eAuthorization Identity Type.

Identity or User Identity (GAS) — an application-level identification for a user, made up of the Identity Type and the ID, which governs access to specific data sets within APS.

Identity Type (GAS) — the text descriptive value of the Identity (above) within eAuthorization.

Limit — see Factor Grade Limit.

Product — When used to define an ACC Type, the top level of the ACC product hierarchy.

Role (GAS) — a set of permissions that governs access to an application, actions within an application, and/or data within an application.

Subclass — See ACC Type.
B. Commonly Used Acronyms

APS — GIPSA Agricultural Product Standards application
FGIS — Federal Grain Inspection Service
GAS — GIPSA eAuthorization System application
IDW — GIPSA Inspection Data Warehouse application
ITS — GIPSA Issue Tracking System application
P&SP — Packers & Stockyards Program
RER — GIPSA Regulated Entities and Registration application